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The martingale methods of estimation are extended to point processes on the 
plane. A likelihood function is constructed and a general exponential formula 
is given. A central limit theorem is proved for processes which are both I- and 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to extend the theory of intensity-based inference 
for point processes on the line, to point processes indexed by the plane. 
More precisely, the martingale methods of estimation are generalized to 
two-parameter martingales. As pointed out by Karr in [9], by whom this 
work is inspired, the martingale methods of estimation for point processes 
are important, as they are applicable when other methods fail, provide 
systematic methods for moment calculations, and establish asymptotic nor- 
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270 IVANOFFANDMERZBACH 
mality of estimators. We remark here that although the processes we shall 
be considering are strictly simple and so may be regarded as marked point 
processes, this note extends Karr’s results from a finite mark space to a 
continuous one. As will be clear throughout this paper, no deep new results 
are required to develop a two-dimensional theory. The purpose of this 
article is to draw on the existing one-dimensional theory and to develop as 
general a statistical model as possible for the two-parameter theory. Most 
of the statements made in this paper may be simplified if we assume that 
the conditional independence property (F4) holds (see Section 1 for delini- 
tion). However, we prefer not to make this assumption, but to work in a 
more general setting, and we hope that the results obtained are of interest 
by themselves. 
In the first section, after some notation and definitions of martingales 
and point processes, relevant preliminaries are given: in particular, a maxi- 
mal inequality and a martingale central limit theorem are proved. As well, 
a new general exponential formula is given which is in fact, a kind of two- 
parameter Girsanov theorem. In the second section, we give a two-dimen- 
sional model for intensity-based inference and use the exponential formula 
of Section 1 to show that there exists a likelihood function. The likelihood 
ratio permits us to discuss sufficiency of certain sample statistics. A mar- 
tingale estimator is defined, and consistency and asymptotic normality are 
proved using the results of Section 1. A specific example is considered in 
the last section. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
All processes will be indexed by points of R + or R: . If z = (s, t) and 
z’ = (s’, t’) E R: , then z<z’ iff s<s’ and tft’, and z<z’ iff s<s’ and 
t < t’. A probability space (Q, 5, P) is given, equipped with a complete 
increasing right-continuous filtration {S(z), z E R: } of sub-a-algebras of 
6. For z = (s, t), let 9’(z) =9’(s) = 5(s, co), 9’(z) = F’(t) = 6(co, t), 
and 9*(z) =9’(z) v P*(z). The following conditional independence 
property is usually denoted by (F4) in the literature: 9’(z) and 9’(z) are 
conditionally independent, given F(z). We do not assume that (F4) is 
satisfied unless otherwise stated. In the product space (52 x R:), the 
optional o-algebra 0 is the a-algebra generated by the right-continuous 
and adapted processes. The predictable (resp. *-predictable) o-algebra 9 
(resp. 9*) is defined to be the a-algebra generated by the sets Fx (z, z’], 
where FE Y(z) (resp. FE 9*(z)) and (z, z’] = { 5 E R: : z < < < z’}. 9’ and 
9’ are the usual one-dimensional predictable o-algebras on (Sz x R: ) 
associated with the filtrations {F’(s): s E R + } and {a’(t): t E R + }, 
respectively. 
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A process {A(z): ZE R: } is called increasing if it vanishes on the axes 
and if its increment on every rectangle (z, z’] is nonnegative: 
A(z, z’] = A(d) - A(s’, t) - A(& t’) + A(z) > 0. 
Let X= {X(z): z E R: } be an integrable process adapted to 
(9(z): ZE R: } continuous from above, with limits in the other three 
quadrants. X is a weak martingale if E[X(z, z’] [9(z)] =O, X is a 
martingale if E[X(z’) 19(z)] =X(z) for every z<z’, and X is a strong 
martingale if it is a martingale and E[X(z, z’] /9*(z)] = 0, z QZ’. More 
generally, if X(s, t) is F’(S) (s2(t)) measurable V(s, t), then X is a l- (2-) 
martingale if X( ., t) (X(.3, .)) . IS a one-dimensional martingale with respect 
to 9’( .) (P( .)), for each t(s) E R. (Note: X is not necessarily P-adapted.) 
DEFINITION 1.1. A right-continuous process M = {M(z): z E R: } is 
called a point process on R: if: 
(i) M vanishes on the axes and takes its values in N. 
(ii) M is increasing. 
(iii) A4 is adapted (with respect to {Y(z)}). 
DEFINITION 1.2. A point process h4 on R: is simple if AM(z) E (0, l} 
for all z, and strictly simpk if d ‘M(z) E (0, 1 } and d’M(z) E (0, 1 } 
for every z E R: . Recall that AM(z) = lim M(z - (l/n, l/n), z], A’M(z) = 
M(z) - lim M(s - l/n, t), and A2M(z) = M(z) - lim M(s, t - l/n). 
Throughout this article, we shall assume that all point processes M are 
simple and integrable (i.e., E(M(z)) < cc Vz). 
We shall be considering three “compensators” of the point process M: 
the i-compensators A’, which are the unique increasing and i-predictable 
processes such that M-A’ is an i-martingale (i = 1,2), and the 
*-compensator A* which is the unique 9’* I-I 0 increasing measurable 
process such that M- A * is a strong martingale. A* exists if (F4) holds; 
A’ (i = 1,2) exists regardless of whether or not (F4) is satisfied; however, 
in general A’ is F-adapted only if (F4) holds. We note also that if (F4) 
holds, A’ (A*) is the unique Y-measurable (P* n O-measurable) 
increasing process such that for each indicator function X= Z(Fx (z, z’] ), 
FE F(z) (F*(z)), 
E[jXdA4]=E[j*dAi], i=l,2 
(E[jXdM]=E[jXdA*]). 
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We note that if A’ and A* are continuous, then M is strictly simple 
[4, Lemma 3.11. Also, if A* is continuous, A* =A’ =A2. If there exists a 
non-negative B.-measurable (. = *, ‘, ‘) process 1, such that A. (z) = 
jcO,=, n(u) du, then il is called the .-intensity (. = *, ‘, 2, of M (and, clearly, 
J. is unique). 
Denote by d the set of processes which are both 9’ and .9* measurable. 
(If (F4) holds, then all processes in & are S-measurable.) For the rest of 
this article, we assume that all processes vanish on the axes. 
In the applications which follow, we shall require three results: the first, 
a generalization of a maximal inequality of Cairoli [5]; the second, a mar- 
tingale central limit theorem (CLT), for planar processes which are both l- 
and 2-martingales; the third, an exponential formula for two-parameter 
point processes. Henceforth, to avoid technicalities, we shall restrict our 
attention to processes defined on [0, 112, and which belong to 
D([O, l]‘, R), the Skorokhod function space (see [2]). 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that X= {X(z), ZE [0, l]‘} is both a l- and 
2-martingale, and let X* = sup,, C0, 1,2 IX(z)l. Then, 
E((X*)*) < 16E(X*( 1, 1)). 
Proof. The proof is identical to that given by Meyer [13, Thtorbme 
1.11. Note that Meyer’s theorem is stated for martingales, and (F4) is 
assumed. However, his proof uses only the fact that in this situation, X is 
also a l- and 2-martingale. 1 
Functional central limit theorems for strong martingale difference arrays 
have been proven by several authors: see, for example, [lo, 14, and 61. It 
seems clear that such CLTs may be extended to strong martingales on R: . 
However, in our application, we will have to deal with a process X which 
is both a l- and a 2-martingale, but is not necessarily a strong martingale. 
As a result, we must impose extra conditions to ensure orthogonal 
increments and tightness. 
In what follows, if X is a l- (2-) martingale, let (X)’ (., t) ((X)’ (s, .)) 
denote the predictable quadratic variation with respect to 9” (F2) of the 
one-dimensional martingale X( ., t) (X(s, .)). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let (X,,) be a sequence of mean 0 square-integrable 
l-martingales (with respect to a sequence of filtrations (FE(z), ZE [0, 11’) 
and let ((X,,)‘) denote the corresponding sequence of quadratic variation 
processes. Further, suppose that 
(i) For each n, andfor alEO<t <t <t <t Cl Y,(.)=X,,(.,t,) 1~2~3~4~ 9 
-x,(., cl) and @‘,(.)=x,,(., t4)-X,,(., f3) are orthogonal 5!,-martingales. 
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(ii) There exists a continuous deterministic, increasing function 
VI [0, l]‘-+ R such that (X,,)’ ( z +d V(z) as n -+ 00, for VzE [0, 11’. ) 
(iii) There are constants C, JO such that as n + co, 
P{ sup ld’X,(z)l <C”} + 1. (1.1) 
ZG(l.1) 
Then there exists a Gaussian process X on [0, 11’ with independent 
increments whose variance measure has distribution function V, such that 
X,+X in the sense of convergence of finite dimensional distributions. 
Suppose in addition, that for each n, X,, is also a 2-martingale, with respect 
to FN-,, with quadratic variation process (X,,)‘. Finally suppose that the 
following conditions are satisfied as well as (i)-(iii) above: 
(i’) For each n and all 0~s <s <s cs < 1 Y,,( .) = X,,(s2, .)- 11 21 3i 41 3 
X,(s,, .) and W:, = X,,(s4, .) - Xn(s3, .) are orthogonal 9:-martingales. 
(iv) There exists a finite measure p on [0, l]* such that for 
vz = (s, t) < (s’, t’) = z’ E [O, 112, 
a (Xx > l (z, 2’1 l-q(d) G AZ, z’l 
and (1.2) 
Jww2 (z, z’l Is;(t)) dpu(z, z’l. 
Then X, +d X on D( [0, l]‘, R). 
Comment. By symmetry, the roles of the time coordinates may be 
interchanged in Theorem 1.2 above. Note that (i) and (ii) are both 
satisfied if X is a strong martingale, or if X= M-A, where A4 is an 
adapted point process, with A’ = A*= A, a continuous process (cf. [9, 
Proposition 2.231, noting that A4 is strictly simple). Also, (i) ((i’)) implies 
that the predictable quadratic variation of the F-‘- (g2-) martingale 
x,(e, t’) - x,(+, t) (Xn(s’, a) - Xh, .)) is (X,>’ (., t’) - (X,>’ (., t) 
(wn>* (s’, .I- (Xn>‘(s, .)I. 
Proof (a) Convergence of the finite dimensional distributions: It is 
enough to show that if Ri= (zi, z:], i= 1, . . . . k, are disjoint rectangles, 
that the joint distributions of the increments of X, around R,, . . . . R, 
converge as n + cc to the appropriate k-variate normal distribution. But 
clearly the ordinates of zi, zi, i= 1, . . . . k, are contained in a finite 
set 0 = t, < t, < . . . <t,=l. Now letting Wy(.)=X,(., ti)-X,(., tie,), 
i = 1, . . . . m, we have that (WY, i= 1, . . . . m) are orthogonal mean zero square 
integrable Ft-martingales, with (WY) = (X,,)’ (., ti) - (X,,)’ (., tieI). 
Thus, (WY)(s) -+d V(s, ti)- V(s, tipI), and since sups<, Id W:(s)1 < 
2 SUPs,t<l Id’X,(s, t)l, then P{sup, Id WY(s)/ <2C,} + 1 as n-+ 00, 
i = 1, . . . . m. 
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We now apply the multivariate version of the martingale CLT (cf. [9, 
Theorem 5.11]), to prove that (WY, . . . . W;) converges on (D[O, 11)“’ to a 
vector of independent continuous Gaussian processes ( W,, . . . . wm) with 
( Wi( . ) ) = V( ., ti) - V( ., tie 1). The convergence of the finite dimensional 
distributions of X,, is a trivial consequence. 
(b) Tightness. According to Theorem 3 and Eq. (3) of [2], it is 
enough to show that for any 0 <S < s’ <s” Q 1, 0 6 t < t’ 6 t” < 1, 
where 
mLm2 (x,(c))*) G /J(B) P(C)> (1.3) 
B= (s, s’] x (t, t’], c = (s’, s”] x (t, t’] (*I 
or 
B = (s, s’] x (t, t’], c = (s, s’] x (t’, t”] (**I 
and X,(B) (C) denotes the increment of X, around B(C). We shall show 
(1.3) for (*); (1.3) is also true for (**) by symmetry, if (i’) is satisfied. 
Let W,, be the square-integrable gl-martingale defined by W,(s) = 
X,,(s, t’) - X,(s, t). Then ( W,,)(s) = (X,)’ (s, t’) - (X,)’ (s, t). Now, 
E(Gf,(B) x,(C))‘) = E((Wn(s’) - W,(s))’ (W,,(f) - K(s’))~) 
= E(( WJS’) - W,(s))’ E( wn(s”)2 - wn(s’)2 p-p))) 
=E((W,W- K(~))‘JwxJ’ ((s’, t), b”, 01 I~~(~‘)) 
G Et WW2 - WnW2) P(C) G P(B) P(C). 
This completes the proof. 1 
We finish this section by introducing an exponential formula. One of the 
most important facts for inference is the observation that the likelihood 
functions or the Radon-Nikodym derivatives are available as exponential 
formulae. For processes with only one jump, a two-parameter exponential 
formula was obtained for the positive martingale E[dP,,/dP ( Fz], where P, 
and P are equivalent probability measures by A. Al-Hussaini and R. J. 
Elliott in [ 11. 
In a more general setting, E. Wong and M. Zakai in [16], presented a 
sketch of recent results on likelihood ratios with respect to a measure 
induced by two-parameter processes and particularly by the Brownian 
sheet. It is pointed out that the conditional independence property for the 
filtration is generally not invariant under an equivalent transformation of 
measures. Also, if the filtration is generated by the Brownian sheet, an 
exponential formula was given in [16]. 
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Returning to point processes, for a filtration generated by a two- 
parameter Poisson process, an exponential formula was given by 
G. Mazziotto and J. Szpirglas in [ 111. For a general multivariate one- 
parameter point process, an exponential formula was presented by J. Jacod 
in [7, Theorem 4.51. Hence, we will extend these kinds of Girsanov 
theorems for general two-parameter point processes. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let M = { M( ), z z E R: } be a strictly simple point process 
with respect to a filtration {F(z)} and a probability P. Suppose that A4 has 
a bounded intensity II which belongs to d such that M-j A(z) dz is both a 
l- and a 2-martingale (with respect to P). Let 
C~O,O),zl 
log(h(t;)) dM(t) + j,,, o) 
. .z 
, (1 -h(O) 40 d+ 
where h E JZI is positive, and such that ~Co,l,~ h(t) A(r) dl is bounded on 52. 
Then 
(a) L is a positive square integrable l- and 2-martingale (w.r.t. P). 
(b) The measure Q defined by dQ/dP = L(z) on F(z) is a probability 
measure, absolutely continuous with respect to P. 
(~1 M(z) - jcco,o),zl h(5) 40 d5 is both a l- and a 2-martingale with 
respect to Q. 
Proof The idea is simply to use the results of Bremaud and Jacod [3, 
Theoreme 3.5.11 two times, letting the mark space be first the vertical and 
then the horizontal axis. Since both 1 and ~ro,rlz h(t) A(t) dt: are bounded, 
L is a positive (P, 9) l- and 2-martingale [3, Proposition, p. 3891. Thus 
Q is a probability measure, absolutely continuous with respect to P, and 
M(z) - jcco,o),z, h(5) 45) dt is a (Q, 9) l- and 2-martingale. a 
Remark. Another method could be used to prove Theorem 1.3, if 
the point process M can be transformed via a time-change to a Poisson 
process (see [12]). Indeed, if n is the time-changed process, then the 
Mazziotto-Szpirglas exponential formula may be applied to a. An inverse 
transformation then recovers the formula for the original process M. 
2. A MODEL FOR INTENSITY-BASED INFERENCE 
In this section, we follow the development of Karr [9] but in a two- 
parameter setting. The statistical model we introduce is very general and is 
called the stochastic intensity model; it can be defined by the following 
objects and hypotheses: 
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(a) (Q, 9, P) is a probability space with a filtration {F(z), 
ZE [O, l]‘}. 
(b) M= {M( ) z , z E [0, 1 I’} is a simple point process adapted to the 
filtration {F(z)}. 
(c) We assume that A ES? is both the (F(z), P) l- and 2-intensity of 
M, A> 0, and that I is bounded. 
(d) A%‘~ is defined to be an arbitrary set of positive processes h E d 
such that jc0,,,2 A(z) h(z) dz is bounded on s2. 
(e) For each hi&“, let P, be a probability on the sample space 
(52,9) such that M has (F(z), P,,) l- and 2-intensity Ah. The class 
(P,: h E dj,) is the set of candidate laws. 
(f) The observations consist of the point process A4 and the baseline 
intensity A. over [0, z] for all z E [0, 11’. 
Remark. The process X defined by X(z) = M(z) -jlo,z, A(5) d4: is a 
square integrable l- and 2-martingale [8, Theorem 11.1.331. If property 
(F4) is satisfied, then X is a martingale and A is predictable. In any case, 
if 0 < t, < t, < t, < f4 < 1 (0 d s, -C s2 < s3 < sq 6 l), then X( ., t4) - X( ., f3) 
and A’( ., t2) - X( ., ti) (X(S,, .) - X(s,, .) and X(s2, .) - X(s,, .)) are 
orthogonal (one-dimensional) F-‘- (p2-) martingales [9, Proposition 2.321. 
The exponential formula given in the last section shows that in this 
model, the probabilitty P, may be realizable as an absolutely continuous 
measure with respect to P. (It holds since h E dA.) 
THEOREM 2.1. In the stochastic intensity model, assume 5 = FO v TM. 
If P, is the measure with Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to P, 
L,=$=exp(j 
co, 1s 
4z)(l -h(z)) dz+jco ,,2W44 diW4}, 
then the (F(z), Ph) l- and 2-intensity of A4 is Ah. 
We now continue, to define a martingale estimator of the integral, 
B&l = j Y(t) h(5) 445) >O) &, ZE [O, 1-j’ (2.1) CO,zl 
where YE d. 
In the remainder of this paper, we use the convention that O/O = 0. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let YE & satisfy 
I co,11* 1 Y(u)1 h(u) Z@(u) > 0) du < CC 
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as., with respect to each P,. The martingale estimator of the process B, is 
the process 
B(z) = j Y(u) Z(l(u) > 0) l(u)-’ dM(u). 
[O,zl 
(2.2) 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let YE d, and let B, and b be as defined in (2.1) and 
(2.2). Assume that for Vh 
Y(u)’ Z(A(u) > 0) /l(u)-’ h(u) du 
I 
< 03. 
Then under P,, B - B, is a square integrable I- and 2-martingale such that 
for t (s)fixed, the (F’, Ph) ((F*, Ph)) quadratic variation of (I?- Bh)( ., t) 
((B- Bh)(S, .)) is 
(b-B,,)% t)=fl; Y2(u)Z(~(u)>O)l(u)~‘h(u)du, i=l (2). 
(2.3) 
Also,for 0~ t <t <t <t < 1 (Ods, <s2<ss,ds,< l), (8-Bh)(., t4)- 1112L 3N 41 
@ - Bh)(., t3) and (B - Bd(.r t2) - (8 - B/,)(.9 tl)) ((8 - B&b, .) - 
(8- Bh)(s,, .) and (fi- B,)(s,, .) - (B-- B,)(s,, .)) are orthogonal 
(F’, Ph) ((F2, Ph)) martingales. 
Proof: Equation (2.3) is an application of Theorem 11.1.33(a) of [8], 
and the fact that the l- (2-) P,, intensity of M is Ih. As before, 
orthogonality is a result of Proposition 2.32 of [9]. 1 
We now consider consistency and asymptotic normality of martingale 
estimators. Using Proposition 2.3, it may be shown that the following 
theorems are corollaries of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. We assume 
that the probabilities P (Ph) remain fixed, but that we have a sequence of 
point processes (M,), adapted to filtrations FE, with P- (Ph-) l- and 
2-stochastic intensities 1, (l,h,), all satisfying the conditions of the 
stochastic intensity model. Also, we have a sequence (Y,) of l- and 
2-predictable processes satisfying 
s I Y,(u)1 h,(u) 4&(u)’ 0) < 00 as (Ph). co,11* 
Define B,” and fi,, as in (2.1) and (2.2) using Y,, I,, h,, M,. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that for each h, 
Y,(u)’ A,(u)-’ Z(A,,(u) >0) h,,(u) du 1 -+ 0 
as n+oo. Then 
&C sup tBh,tZ) - 8n(z))21 -+o 
zt [o,l]* 
asn+co. 
Proof: By Proposition 2.3, Bhn - fi,, is a square-integrable l- and 
2-martingale. Therefore, the result follows from Theorem 1.1. 1 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose that (6,) is a sequence of positive constants 
increasing to GO. Assume that 
(i) For each h there exists a continuous deterministic increasing 
function V,: [0, 112 + R such that for each z E [0, 112, 
vhj, = b, 
s 
Y;(u) Z(A,(u) > 0) A,(u) -’ h,(u) du --% Vh(z); 
CRZI 
(ii) for each h, the processes 6, ‘I2 (B - Bh,) satisfy (1.1) (with respect ,, 
to P,,). 
Then for each h there exists a Gaussian process X, on [0, 11’ with 
independent increments whose variance measure has distribution function Vh, 
such that 
b;12 (l?,,-B,J+X, 
in the sense of convergence offinite dimensional distributions. If, in addition, 
(iii) for each h, the processes V& defined in (i) above satisfy (iv) of 
Theorem 1.2, then bL/’ (&-B,n)+d&, in o([O, l]‘,R). 
Proof: Again, Proposition 2.3 ensures that X, = bA/’ (B, - BhJ is a 
square-integrable l- and 2-martingale. The conditions of Theorem 1.2 are 
easily verified, thus yielding the desired result. 1 
3. EXAMPLE: MULTIPLICATIVE INTENSITY MODEL 
In this model, each of the functions h is deterministic, belongs to 
D( [0, 112, R), and satisfies (d) of the stochastic intensity model. We 
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assume that under Ph there are n i.i.d. observations (M”‘, Aci)) (with 
corresponding filtrations F(j)), i = 1, . . . . II, of the process (M, 2) which has 
l- and 2-stochastic intensity Ih. Let M, = C:= 1 MC’), ,I,, =x1= 1 ;lci), h, = h, 
9 =Vy=, F--(i). Clearly, I,h is the l- and 2- (S$, Ph) intensity of M,. n 
LEMMA 3.1. For each n, (Al,,, A,,) is a sufficient statistic for h, given 
(M”‘, II”‘), . ..) (W”), A(n)). 
Proof: This is an easy consequence of the form of the likelihood func- 
tion given in Theorem 2.1. [ 
As in [9], we shall estimate the deterministic process 
with 
B”(Z) = JLO Al(u)- l I(hz(u) > 0) dMn(u)- ,= ,
Comment. b, above is, in fact, the martingale estimator of the 
(random) process 
R&h(Z) = j h(u) Wz(u) > 0) & 
co,;1 
but just as in [9, p. 185-J it may be shown that as n + 03, 
E,(n”* sup (&Jz) - Bh(z)I ) -+ 0. 
Thus, in the proofs of the following two theorems it is enough to consider 
(B,(z) - B&z)) instead of (B,(z) - B(z)). 
THEOREM 3.2. For each h, as n + co, 
Eh[ sup (B,(z) - B(z))*] + 0. 
ZE [0,1]2 
Proof: This is a corollary of Theorem 2.4, using the preceding com- 
ment. 1 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume that for all u, n(u) > 0 a.s. (P,,) and that 
A-‘(u) h(u) du < co 1 
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Then as n-+co, the finite dimensional P,-distributions of the process 
n’/2(h,(z) - B(z)) converge to those of a Gaussian process on [0, 11’ with 
independent increments whose variance measure has distribution function 
V(r)=j E(ll(u)) h(u) du. 
co3 21 
If; in addition there exists a deterministic, nonnegative measurable function 
C( .) on [0, 112 such that 
I C(u) h(u) du < GO and E,,(Z’(z’) IFi(z C(z’) CO.zl 
Vz-cz’, i= 1,2, 
then the above convergence is in the Skorokhod topology on D( [0, 1 12, R). 
(Note. This last condition is satisfied if 1% is uniformly bounded below by 
a positive constant, when it is not equal to zero.) 
Proof: This is a corollary of Theorem 2.5, if it may be shown that 
n I d,(u)-’ h(u) duL’ I (E/,(/?(U))-’ h(u) du< co. (3.1) ro.21 ro,;i 
Also, the measure p of Theorem 2.5 is the measure with Radon-Nikodym 
derivative Ch with respect to Lebesgue measure. 
It remains to prove (3.1). Let 
g,(u, 0) = n(L(k w))-’ 
g(u) = (&(4~)))-~ 
fn(u, w)=n~’ i (A”‘(u, w)))’ 
j=1 
We note that for each U, g(u) < f(u), g,(u, w) -g(u) a.s. (P,,), 
fn(u, o) + f(u) a.s. (Ph), and, since &(u, w) > 0 a.s., g,(u, o) < fn(u, o) a.s. 
It suffices to show that jn sco,z, Ig,(u, w) -g(u)1 h(u) du dP, -+ 0 as n + 00. 
But this is a result of the extended dominated convergence theorem, 
since Ig,(u,w)-g(u)l<f,(u,w)+g(u) and SCo,=,Snfn(~,~)h(u)dPhdu= 
Jco,z, f(u) h(u) du < co, by hypothesis. 1 
Remark. Following the work of Rebolledo [ 151 in the one-parameter 
setting, some of the results presented here can be extended to the case 
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where the continuous compensator does not possess an intensity. However, 
we have restricted our attention to the case in which an intensity exists for 
the sake of clarity. 
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